
ARGENTAN - 13 June 

Race 1 

1. HATTRICK EFBE - Failed to finish in three mounted starts. Ignored. 

2. HORTENSIA DU RIB - Failed to complete in both walks up thus far. Best 
watched. 

3. HIGHEST HOPE - Unplaced in four mounted starts. Opposed. 

4. HIPPY PERRINE - No worthwhile form in a pair of mounted starts. Look 
elsewhere. 

5. HAKA DE FROMENTIN - Unplaced in four mounted events. Others 
preferred. 

6. HUGO OCCAGNES - 3.5L third in this company first up. Not discounted. 

7. HAND DAIRPET - 7.25L success in this grade prior to a DQ at Graignes. 
Key player. 

8. HILTON DU GRENY - DQ when strong in the market second up. Consider 
of previous strong form. 

9. HIP HOP D'EURVAD - 23L third in this company at Reims 20 days ago. 
Place chance. 

10. HIER ENCORE - Failed to complete in previous couple of mounted outings. 
Opposed. 

11. HAPPY DU LION - 34L defeat in a better mounted start a fortnight ago at 
Reims. Others make more appeal. 

12. HELISIO - 1.25L runner up on mounted debut on penultimate start. Top 
chance. 

13. HARVEST - Breakthrough driven victory on turf 35 days ago. Debuting in a 
mounted affair in good form. 

14. HADRIEN DU VIF - Impressive 9.25L success on mounted debut in this 
grade fifteen days ago. Hard to beat if replicating. 

15. HERCULE DU LEVANT - Mixed mounted form this campaign. Placing at 
best. 

16. HEILAT - In front when a DQ for galloping second up in a stronger Laval 
mounted start. Go well with new shoeing combination. 



Summary 

HADRIEN DU VIF (14) found success on mounted debut among this company 

and looks hard to oppose if arriving in the same form. HEILAT (16) was in front 

tackling a stronger Laval contest when DQ for galloping. Key player. HAND 

DAIRPET (7) managed a 7.25L win in this class two starts ago. Strong claims 

if completing. HILTON DU GRENY (8) failed to finish when strong in the market 

second up. Not to be dismissed. 

Selections 

HADRIEN DU VIF (14) - HEILAT (16) - HAND DAIRPET (7) - HILTON DU 

GRENY (8)  



Race 2 

1. GELLANA - Held sixth in this grade at Saint Aubin last week. Could improve 

barefoot for the first time. 

2. GLADYS DE LA HAIE - 25 race maiden who finished eighth in this company 

on turf second up. Others more reliable. 

3. GUINESS DE JOYERE - Eighth on reappearance on turf in this grade last 

week. Could improve with winning form in this standard. 

4. GEOLE DU DOUET - Mounted winner three back but failed to complete back 

in driven company on reappearance. More needed. 

5. GAIETE DU DOME - 12L eighth in this company 126 days ago at Machecoul. 

Others preferred. 

6. GLAMOUR GWEN - Infrequent winner who has missed the placings in three 

previous walk ups of similar nature. Minor role likely. 

7. GAVARNIE - Two DQs in previous three outings. Unlikely to feature. 

8. GALERNE NONANTAISE - Held eighth on reappearance but could strip 

fitter and claims on a second in this grade three back. 

9. GAYA DE LORGE - Improved second in this grade on turf a fortnight ago. 

Not ruled out. 

10. GOOD EXPRESSION - Below par efforts since a victory in this standard on 

reappearance. Not ruled out on best form. 

11. GALILEA CELO - 1.25L success on reappearance in this company prior to 

mixed driven form. Consider. 

12. GRACIEUSE AGAPE - Mixed turf form this campaign. Placing at best back 

on this surface. 

13. GLAMINA - Two DQs from four starts since resuming but may improve 

without shoes for top connections. 

14. GUITARE DIGEO - One placing over this trip tempers enthusiasm. Prefer 

others. 

 



Summary 

GLAMINA (13) is a notable runner racing barefoot for the first time representing 

top connections. Expected to show sharp progress. GALILEA CELO (11) 

delivered a 1.25L victory on reappearance among this company. Key player if 

back to that form. GELLANA (1) rates among the each way chances without 

shoes for the first time. Keep safe. GAYA DE LORGE (9) offers placed hope 

after an improved second on turf last start. 

Selections 

GLAMINA (13) - GALILEA CELO (11) - GELLANA (1) - GAYA DE LORGE 

(9)  



Race 3 

1. HALMA DES VIGNETS - Three straight driven DQs. Hard to enthuse on 

mounted debut. 

2. HELOISE DE LORGE - Failed to complete in all three starts. Prefer to watch. 

3. HERMINE GOLD - Unplaced in all six outings. Hard to enthuse. 

4. HAYA GEMA - Failed to place in all ten outings. Opposed. 

5. HEADLINE FAC - Fair fourth by 1.5L in this grade a fortnight ago. Frame 

claims. 

6. HEDJA - 0.75L runner up in this class prior to a DQ fifteen days ago. Not 

ruled out. 

7. HARMONY D'AVRIL - One placings from nine mounted starts. Others 

preferred. 

8. HAVANE - Improved 11L second on previous mounted start at this level. 

Consider. 

9. HALFA DU CEBE - Second in a similar mounted event at Saint Aubin last 

week. Firmly in the mix without shoes. 

10. HELICE DE POULINE - Held eighth in a walk up of this nature eighteen 

days ago. Prefer to watch on mounted debut. 

11. HELP EMGE - Seven DQs from ten outings thus far. Unlikely to feature 

debuting in a mounted start. 

12. HEROINE D'ANTAN - Reached the frame in all three mounted outings 

since resuming. Key player without rear shoes. 

13. HAWAI D'OYSE - 5L success in this grade prior to a DQ on turf in latest. 

Respected racing barefoot. 

14. HELLENISTE - Improved 0.75L success on second mounted start in this 

grade three back. Go well. 

15. HARMONY QUICK - Dual mounted winner including a Caen victory prior to 

a pair of DQs. Has ability but frustrating. 

16. HALFA - Poor form since a good second at this level five starts ago. Claims 

on best form. 



Summary 

HEROINE D'ANTAN (12) reached the frame in all similar mounted outings since 

resuming. Top chance without rear shoes. HAWAI D'OYSE (13) produced a 5L 

win among this company two starts prior. Worth forgiving a DQ in latest and 

may go well. One to note is HALFA DU CEBE (9) after an improved runner up 

effort tackling this class in latest. HEDJA (6) is not to be ruled out. Delivered a 

fine second two back. Consider. 

Selections 

HEROINE D'ANTAN (12) - HAWAI D'OYSE (13) - HALFA DU CEBE (9) - 

HEDJA (6)  



Race 4 

1. GURAC DE VALFORG - 1L fourth in a class F walk up on the grass at 

Vannes. Each way player back on this surface.  

2. GERIKO DU PERCHE - 3L success in a class F walk up at Saint Malo last 

start. Key player.  

3. GRAAL DE BOURSE - Well beaten last three outings. More needed. 

4. GIGOLO DU LYS - 25 race maiden but narrowly denied behind the re-

opposing Graal De Castelle at Vannes two weeks ago. In the mix.  

5. GOLDEN DU BOURG - DQ latest but has the form to find the frame in this 

grade. Not discounted.  

6. GELADOR - Six placings from fourteen starts and holds each way claims 

eased in standard. 

7. GRISBI DE CARVEL - Well beaten on recent outings. Others preferred.  

8. GAZ OIL - Scored in this grade four starts ago at a provincial track and run 

well in this class since. One to note.  

9. GRINGO DES PISTES - Ready 4.25L success in a class F walk up at 

Graignes 30 days ago. Key player.  

10. GRANIT DE LA ROQUE - Showed ability in four starts to go competing at 

a tougher grade. In the mix down in standard.  

11. GRAAL DE CASTELLE - Narrow success in a class F walk up on the grass 

two weeks back. One to note.  

12. GALBA RINGEAT - DQ on the grass at Vitteaux on reappearance but ran 

a solid fifth in a class E at Vincennes earlier this year. Considered.  

13. GAVROCHE KILY - Third on the grass in a class D mounted race at 

Rambouillet and finished a good second in a driven contest at Le Croise-

Laroche prior. Respected.  

14. GARD - Excused a DQ from behind the mobile recently and scored in this 

grade at Loudeac earlier this year. In the mix.  

15. GUNNER - DQ on eight of his twenty career starts but more than capable 

of running well at this level.  



16. GONZALO DU BOSSU - Only four of his 30 starts have come in driven 

races. Not discounted on mounted form.  

17. GALOPIN DE MARTHE - Two seconds before a good 1.25L sixth in a class 

E walk up at Laval recently. Respected back in standard.  

18. GASTON CABS - 3.25L fifth in a class E mobile event at Caen eleven days 

ago. Each way player.  

Summary 

GRINGO DES PISTES (9) produced a 4.25L success in a class F walk up at 

Graignes. Leading contender remaining in the same standard. GERIKO DU 

PERCHE (2) scored by 3L in a Saint Malo class F walk up and is a key player 

in current form. GELADOR (6) arrives with six placings from fourteen outings. 

Each way candidate. GALOPIN DE MARTHE (17) is considered back in this 

grade. 

Selections 

GRINGO DES PISTES (9) - GERIKO DU PERCHE (2) - GELADOR (6) - 

GALOPIN DE MARTHE (17)  



Race 5 

1. IRENO DES PLAINES - Scored in a class F walk up at Rambouillet on his 

second career start. One to note.  

2. IOKINA DE KERYANN - Scored in this grade at Le Mont Saint Michel prior 

to a fair fifth in a class E walk up at Graignes ten days ago. Place claims.  

3. IDEE DES LANDIERS - 1L winner of a low grade turf walk up at Ranes 

twenty days ago. Upped in class.  

4. ILA D'OR DU VINOIS - 4.25L runner up in a lower standard walk up at 

Gournay. Place contender back behind the mobile.  

5. IDEAL LADY - Two placings from ten career starts but has been competing 

at a higher level. Not entirely discounted. 

6. IVANA DE PRETOT - Showed improvement when a narrow winner of a class 

F walk up at Lisieux three weeks back. Not ruled out on mobile debut. 

7. ICARE PASSION - 1.25L fourth in a class E mobile event at Caen recently. 

Key player eased in standard.  

8. IDEAL MADRIK - Scored in a low grade walk up prior to a pair of DQ. 

Considered if maintaining stride on mobile debut.  

9. INDY DU PERCHE - Well beaten in both starts. Others preferred.  

10. INDIRA BLUE - 1.25L second in a class F walk up at Vire on second career 

outing. In the mix.  

11. IENA MESLOISE - 7L seventh in a class F mobile event at Vichy four weeks 

ago. Open to progress and each way claims.  

12. INDY DES BOTS - 2L runner up in a low grade walk up at Villedieu on 

debut. One to note with progress likely.  

13. INES QUICK - 3L success with a subsequent winner back in third at Amiens 

on second career start. Top chance on first mobile outing.  

14. INFERNO CEKE - DQ on both career starts. Market can guide.  

15. INVADER ARTWORK - Held sixth in a class F walk up at Vire. Progress 

required.  

16. IROISY - Shown ability but has been DQ on all three career starts. Risks 

attached.  



Summary 

INES QUICK (13) scored by 3L at Amiens on her second career start. with a 

subsequent winner back in third. Tough to beat on first mobile outing. INDY 

DES BOTS (12) shaped with promise when 2L runner up in a low grade walk 

up at Villedieu on debut. Respected with improvement likely. IRENO DES 

PLAINES (1) remains open to progress and cannot be ruled out following a 

success at Rambouillet. ICARE PASSION (7) makes the shortlist eased in 

standard. 

Selections 

INES QUICK (13) - INDY DES BOTS (12) - IRENO DES PLAINES (1) - 

ICARE PASSION (7)  



Race 6 

1. HELIOS BONBON - Narrow success in a class E autostart at Amiens thirteen 

days ago. One to note.  

2. HONEY QUICK - 0.25L success in a class E mobile event at Graignes prior 

to a 4.5L eighth in a walk up at Caen. Shortlisted back behind the mobile.  

3. HUNA LILA - 29 race maiden but has the credentials to make the frame in 

this standard.  

4. HAVANA PARIS - Below par last three starts but has a trio of placings from 

five mobile starts. One to note back in an autostart.  

5. HELIA DE FROMENTIN - In excellent form of late and arrives on a hat-trick 

following a 0.75L success in a class E mobile event at Meslay-Du-Maine. Top 

chance.  

6. HYPOTHESE MADRIK - DQ on three of her last four starts and all three wins 

have come in mounted races. Others preferred.  

7. HORIZON D'ALMANI - 4.25L fifth in a class E mobile event at Vichy nineteen 

days ago. Each way player.  

8. HORSY ROYAL - DQ in eight of his twelve career starts but has won the 

other four. Dangerous to dismiss if maintaining stride.  

9. HAVANA CAMPA - DQ on both starts to date. Market can guide.  

10. HALL BLACK DREAM - Scored in this grade from behind the mobile here 

earlier this season. Respected.  

11. HEROS DHELPA - Held on recent form and has two placings from 22 starts. 

More needed.  

12. HOLDEM POKER - 8L fifth in a class E mobile event at Le Croise-Laroche. 

Place claims for an in-form driver.  

13. HOKUSAI - Held ninth on debut and improvement needed to feature 

second time out.  

 

 



Summary 

HELIA DE FROMENTIN (5) is in excellent form of late. Arrives on a hat-trick 

following a 0.75L success in a class E mobile event at Meslay-Du-Maine and 

rates a top chance in current condition. HALL BLACK DREAM (10) scored in 

this grade from behind the mobile here earlier this year. Respected after a good 

second and returning to this suitable event. HORSY ROYAL (8) was DQ on 

eight of his fourteen career outings but won the remaining four. Dangerous to 

discount. HONEY QUICK (2) completes the shortlist. 

Selections 

HELIA DE FROMENTIN (5) - HALL BLACK DREAM (10) - HORSY ROYAL 

(8) - HONEY QUICK (2)  



Race 7 

1. ELISA MUSICA - All form has come in mounted races. Others preferred in 

this mobile event.  

2. DARLING HARBOUR - Runner up on her last three starts including when 

beaten 1.75L from behind the mobile at Vichy nineteen days ago. Top chance.  

3. FALCO D'HAVAROCHE - 0.75L third in a class E autostart at Graignes 

recently. Remains unexposed barefoot. Key player.  

4. ECHO DE LARRE - 5L fourth at Manacor (ESP). This looks a step up in 

grade.  

5. DORUS WELL - Held seventh in a class E mobile event at Vichy. Step 

forward required. 

6. DORIA DE VAUVILLE - Held in her last two mobile outings and has a poor 

record in autostarts. Others preferred.  

7. EMBLEME ORANGE - Well beaten tenth in a class D mobile event at 

Graignes 43 days back but holds each way claims on best form.  

8. DIANE D'HOULBEC - Moderate ninth in a class E mobile at Vincennes 

sixteen days ago and has just one placing from twenty starts barefoot. More 

needed. 

9. EMIR DU PRESSOIR - Runner up in a lower grade autostart at this venue 

three back. Place claims upped in standard.  

Summary 

DARLING HARBOUR (2) finished runner up on her past three starts including 

when beaten 1.75L from behind the mobile at Vichy. Top chance. FALCO 

D'HAVAROCHE (3) produced a 0.75L third in a class E autostart at Graignes 

recently. Remains unexposed without shoes and holds strong claims. 

EMBLEME ORANGE (7) and EMIR DU PRESSOIR (9) maintains each way 

chances on best form. 

Selections 

DARLING HARBOUR (2) - FALCO D'HAVAROCHE (3) - EMBLEME 

ORANGE (7) - EMIR DU PRESSOIR (9)  



Race 8 

1. FESTA DES VALS - 5.25L second in this standard at Graignes ten days ago. 

Firmly in the mix. 

2. FALCON D'ESPACE - Improved 2L success in this class at Amiens. Could 

improve autostart form without shoes. 

3. FILOU DE CHARDET - Improved nose victory in this class of walk up second 

up. Each way claims. 

4. FLOCON DIGEO - Turf walk up winner prior to a DQ in a stronger Caen 

autostart. Others make more appeal. 

5. FALCO DES ROCHERS - Good 0.5L runner up in a better autostart when 

last seen in this sphere. Contender. 

6. FURIOUS WIND - Yet to find the placings in six autostarts. Others preferred. 

7. FASHIONABLE QUICK - Two placings from nine autostarts thus far. Work 

to do. 

8. FAXIMA - Nine placings from eleven autostarts including success in a 

stronger event at Chateaubriant last month. Top chance. 

9. FALCAO DE CHENU - Improved walk up winner in stronger company four 

days ago. Bids to improve a modest autostart record with confidence up. 

Summary 

FAXIMA (8) arrives in top autostart form with nine placings from eleven outings 

including a victory in a better Chateaubriant event last time. Attractive chance. 

FALCO DES ROCHERS (5) is firmly in the mix after a 0.5L runner up effort in 

a stronger autostart earlier in the campaign. FESTA DES VALS (1) could build 

on a 5.25L second in this grade at Graignes. FALCAO DE CHENU (9) is one 

who may improve in an autostart after a walk up success. 

Selections 

FAXIMA (8) - FALCO DES ROCHERS (5) - FESTA DES VALS (1) - 

FALCAO DE CHENU (9) 

 


